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In the chapped North-East our weathered hands need holding.   

 

Can’t you feel them yearning?  

 

You are foaming at the palms. Wash them. Dip your fingers into the silver gums 

of a clam. Let its salty brine slip into the sobriety between your knuckles. Hold 

a knoll of grey sea foam in each fist. Caress it. At the bottom of the sea haddock 

sleep with only their backbones for a mattress. Through the hum of uncertainty 

you can still hear the gulls howling; their long beaks opening up and pulsing, hot, 

like the red tongue of a lily. Streams slip from mountainsides like myths, 

meandering downhill fast and slow then fast again, curling and twisting tenderly 

in and out of themselves towards the wide wet mouths of mica spangled 

estuaries where mountains kiss the sea. The long winter has waned and 

suddenly the sun bleaches the sky cadmium blue. Pollen shoals swim soundly 

through felted air, the scent of dandelion and rosemary vibrating through it. The 

wide blushing lips of the horizon open up like the bud of an iris; slowly slowly 

then suddenly all at once. Dusk pours in like wine. Those lips will sigh you still. 

Kiss them. 

 

The wind drops and all is silent but the hushing shore. The wide open window 

of the North Sea ululates up into the stretching limbs of the evening, cloaked in 

a tepid mist and pulped orange cloud. Blue and raw and set in stone, the tongue 

of the tide traces its taste buds down the fettered line of the groynes, their 

woody necks stiff with salt. On the shoulders of pink dunes marram grass 

grows, its roots reaching down deeply deeply and very tenderly touching the 

husks of sunbaked burs, sedge and buckthorn seeds, sleeping soundly in the 

bowels of the slacks. Shivering from navel to nose a restlessness gathers in the 

flows of the waxing estuary, slipping fast and furrowed over sedimentary banks 

where salmon swim in gilded shoals, slick and hissing, rolling solemnly under its 

silted currents. On the banks of the mudflats seals haul-out and terns swoop 

listlessly over their black bodies while further in bees meander through the 

heath, drunk and flushed with lust in the sweet haze of the nectar spangled air.  

 



With a wide yawn the haar tumbles in. 

 

Overhead a current quickens, pinching the edges of the sea fret and pulling 

them upwards, billowing, towards the tender swooping bodies of silver herring 

gulls and the gloaming pearl of the moon. Lower down the sun sings its way 

through the fog and lets its voice rest on the craning shoulders of whistling 

sandpipers. On the fringes of the shore there’s a cackling flock feasting on a 

fine spread of clams, crabs and coral husks. They dip and dive playfully, around 

and in-between the lapping fingers of the tide, their beaks brimming with meat 

and salt and beguiled with excitement. Sand-martins swarm in and out of 

nesting nooks buried deep in the steep walls of slumping dunes, held together 

only by the long limbs of grass roots and stagnant rainwater while along the 

craggy shoulders of distant cliffs tiny shrews and brown weasels skip through 

curly bracken looking skywards with wary glances.  

 

The wind laughs in whispers. 

 

It bends hastily, lowing as it does so, while beyond the reach of the sea the sun 

pierces the bleary-eyes of nesting oyster-catchers. The black North Sea 

stretches out wordlessly, sultry and covert, its flirtations stoop and sway like 

sloughed tulips or dripping honey; sticky and inchoate. Rusty light seeps into 

the hollows of the mottled shoreline as the waves reflect a candid stare across 

the soft breast of the sky. Unspool those glances. Sow them into the ground 

below your stretching toes where the dew lays down to dry. The waning light 

drapes heavy like velvet. Let it swathe you. Along the lulling crown of the 

horizon clouds look down earnestly upon the twisting arms of sun-bleached 

turbines, blinking and wind-stung, their stiff spines flanked by the glowering 

shadows of weary cargo ships. The tide whips their bellies into a vibration, 

quivering. An undulation which then carries itself inwards to tenderly kiss the 

wet flanks of the sand. You can hear its strength hissing through the silver 

streets - salt on the air, following your curiosity like a pulse. Let it tempt you. 

Look into the hungry stomach of the world with an ardent eye. There’s a gale 

burgeoning. Grasp it.  


